
MONTH THEME DESCRIPTION MANIPULATION COLOUR / BW

JAN PETS
Any domestic pet - two, four, six or eight legged or no legs (snakes included), not common 
insects or garden birds. NO both

FEB TOYS Children's toy (not toys for boys). Permitted colour

MAR PANNING

Technique: Panning photography is a technique in photography that uses a slow shutter speed 
while moving your camera along to create motion blur in the background. With the right 
technique, you can create a relatively sharp subject combined with a background that features 
motion blur for a stunning photograph. 

NO Both

APR WATER Any water, natural or not. Drops, splashes, pours, rivers, waves. Permitted Colour

MAY Multi Exposure

Technique: In photography a multiple exposure is the superimposition of two or more 
exposures to create a single image, and double exposure has a corresponding meaning in 
respect of two images. The exposure values may or may not be identical to each other. This is 
easily done on most editing software

Permitted Colour

JUN ABSTRACT
Abstract Photography is one of the best ways to start out in photography. Abstract 
photography goes against many photography rules. It gives you the freedom to take a photo of 
anything that grabs your attention and allows you to express your artistic nature.

Permitted Both

JUL Night Photography
Technique: Night photography (also called nighttime photography) refers to the activity of 
capturing images outdoors at night, between dusk and dawn. Lighting and/or light painting may 
be used.

NO both

AUG FOOD Still life photograph of food or food product photography Permitted colour

SEP FOCUS STACKING 
Technique: Focus stacking is a digital image processing technique which combines multiple 
images taken at different focus distances to give a resulting image with a greater depth of field 
than any of the individual source images. This is easily done on most software programmes.

Permitted colour

OCT STRUCTURES
A building or other object constructed from several parts. So it can be anything from a bee hive 
to a dog kennel to a hut to a skyscraper. The full structure must reflect in the image

No colour

NOV MONOCHROME - COLOUR

The definition of monochrome is an image of single colour or different shades of a single color. 
The entire image is recorded and represented by differing amounts of light instead of different 
hues. This is not typically black and white or grey photography for example, a pink cup on a 
pink background.

NO single colour
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